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Create Condensed, Captivating PhrasesExpanded and updated in October 2020.In the news

business and politics, they're called sound bites. In advertising, they're called slogans or tag

lines, depending on their placement and use. For movies, they're called log lines. On books,

they're titles or subtitles. For people, they're monikers.All of these scrumptious word morsels do

the job of summarizing in a catchy, memorable phrase or sentence a message, an identity or a

positioning statement.This concise, practical workbook takes you step by step through the

process of crafting catchy little messages. Because they are so concise and magnetic, they

become a powerful business asset.Included are:Eight time-tested guidelines for productive

brainstormingSeventeen fruitful brainstorming methodsTen tips for arranging and tweaking your

ideas for greatest impactTwenty-two guidelines for selecting your best optionFive methods of

advanced sound bite masteryThe author of 16 books, including 6 Steps to Free Publicity,

Marcia Yudkin served for more than 10 years as Head Stork of Named At Last, a naming firm,

which helped companies and entrepreneurs create and select effective names and tag lines.



The Sound Bite Workbook: How to Generate Snappy Tag Lines, Scintillating Interview Quotes,

Captivating Book or Article Titles, and Irresistible Marketing or Publicity Handlesby Marcia

YudkinAuthor, 6 Steps to Free Publicity and 15 other bookswww.yudkin.com+++++++++++++++

+++++++++Copyright 2011, 2020 Marcia Yudkin. All rights reserved.Sound Bites: An

IntroductionIn the news business and politics, they’re called sound bites. In advertising, they’re

called slogans or tag lines, depending on their placement and use. For movies, they’re called

log lines. On books, they’re titles or subtitles. For people, they’re monikers.All of these

scrumptious word morsels do the job of summarizing in a catchy, memorable phrase or

sentence a message, an identity or a positioning statement.Some have come down to us

through the ages, and sometimes even in another language, like Julius Caesar’s “Veni, vidi,

vici” (I came, I saw, I conquered) or John F. Kennedy’s “Ich bin ein Berliner” (from a 1963

speech at the Berlin Wall).Others enter popular culture, such as “Just when you thought it was

safe to go back in the water...” (Jaws 2). Others become the hook for massive income streams,

like “Just do it” (Nike) or “The Boss” (Bruce Springsteen). The best stick in consumers’ minds

so they’re remembered even decades later, such as “Don’t leave home without it”(American

Express), “Where’s the beef?” (Wendy’s) or “Takes a licking and keeps on ticking” (Timex). Still

other phrases fly through the airwaves on radio or in conversation yet never reach

posterity.Whatever the context, this workbook helps you create and polish verbal gems that

sparkle with meaning and implication. It takes you through the steps toward saying or writing

something simple, brief and powerful. As you proceed, open up a notebook or computer file

and keep all your ideas, options, tweaks and noodlings in one place.Use the resulting sound

bite nuggets in your marketing, in interviews, in speeches, on products or whenever you want

people to remember you.Get your pen ready, set… and go!Marcia Yudkinwww.yudkin.comHow

to Brainstorm BrilliantlyWhen you’re trying to generate sound bites, slogans or titles, it’s

essential to list loads and loads of possibilities. You also need to approach the task with wide-

angle thinking rather than a narrow-point purpose. A phrase or image that feels very farfetched

early on may later be tweakable so that it combines beautifully with another element on your

list.Be patient with the process! Allow yourself enough time for your unconscious mind to kick

more ideas up to you when you are doing something else, like listening to music or taking a

shower.Familiarize yourself with these time-tested guidelines for productive brainstorming:1.

Go for quantity. Your best material rarely comes first, second or even tenth. It’s more likely to

come twenty-second or seventy-eighth. Fill up the workbook! And if you do, grab some extra

paper!2. Don’t censor or judge. Write everything down. If something pops into your head, write

it down. If it’s stupid, silly, irrelevant, crude, clichéd or worthless, write it down anyway.3. Keep

all the ideas. Save this notebook, even if you finish the process and choose a great tag line or

title. Suppose you later learn it’s legally protected or it doesn’t fit on the cover? Or suppose you

need a second, related sound bite? This way you won’t have to start from the beginning

again.4. Put yourself in a playful mood. Remember when you were a kid and just had fun

without trying to get fast results? That’s the spirit in which you should brainstorm. Have fresh

popcorn available. Laugh.5. Use prompts. This workbook contains questions that will trigger

plenty of ideas, but you can also look through catalogs, magazines, the Yellow Pages or the

Internet for inspiration. Even random input can remind you of a different train of thinking.6.

Piggyback on what you previously thought up. Any time you run out of steam, take a one-

minute break to stretch, then in a relaxed frame of mind, look at the ideas you’ve already

brainstormed. Allow them to suggest additional options.7. When you get stuck, stop. Don’t try



to grind out additional ideas when you feel frustrated, block or used up. Close the workbook

and come back to it another day.8. Optional: Get help from a small group. Brainstorming works

well with two or three other people as well as alone. Designate one person to record all the

ideas, either in the workbook or on a wallboard.I ran a naming company for more than 10

years, using expert namers who brainstormed independently of one another and then sent me

what they felt were their 10 best ideas. Again and again I noticed that different people had

different approaches to generating ideas. Rarely did the same idea appear on more than one

person’s top 10 list. I also noticed that when I brainstormed on my own over the course of

several days, ideas would often come to me on days 2 and 3 that used completely different

angles from what came to me on day 1. Keep that in mind when you are brainstorming for

sound bites. If you can’t corral multiple people to brainstorm for you, set up multiple sessions

for yourself.17 Brainstorming Ticklers
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Far more value and depth than you're probably imagining. Excellent! Far

more value and depth than you're probably imagining, considering the price of it. This is a

methodical approach to a very creative subject. It's organization enhances your creativity, far

from inhibiting it.The whole world revolves around sound bites. This is by far the most focus I've

seen devoted to it. And it's way more than taglines! Buy the bullet point book to go with this

one. Just keep both open as you are writing, and scroll through the possibilities.There's more
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than one super highly paid copywriter out there who charges serious money for you to access

what is right in front of you here. And no, Marcia did not pay me for this, nor do I know her. I'm

a creative business person who writes his own copy.I got her postcard book, and was casting

about for some help writing Adwords copy (the ultimate short sound bite).There. Full

disclosure. Buy it!”

Sharron Senter, “VERY HELPFUL book by Marcia Yudkin!!. The Sound Bite Workbook really

helps me stretch my thoughts, but then pulls me back so my words become more concise. As a

copywriter, I put a lot of pressure on myself to generate captivating and unique sales copy for

my clients. I'm the go-to person for headlines and titles. If they're not appealing, prospects

never make it to the offer, and I'm out of a job. The pressure sometimes creates a block. Now,

when my mind closes off, I refer to Yudkin's Sound Bite Workbook. It quickly guides me through

simple exercises to extend my thoughts and ideas, and then walks me through trimming them

down for impact. There's also a handful of helpful writing tool links, including an online rhyming

dictionary and a site that helps you recall clichés. iPads are great - but I've downloaded the

workbook right to my desktop. I refer to it often before writing any article title or tag line. It stirs

up my thoughts, increases my creativity but always pulls me back to succinctness. It's almost

like Marcia is right there by my side, "try this, try that." Thanks Marcia! Sincerely, Sharron

Senter, direct mail copywriter and website content manager, Boston North”

Brad Phillips, Author, The Media Training Bible, “Helps Remove The Mystery From Creating

Captivating Sound Bites. As a full-time media trainer, one of the most difficult things to teach

budding spokespersons is how to speak in sound bites that delight the media. In this book,

Marcia removes the mystery and offers readers direct, to-the-point advice that will help them

brainstorm and break through their creative paralysis.Although I approach this book from a

media perspective, this book is much broader in its application. Businesses can use this to

think of taglines, advertisers can use this to write better copy, and people arranging events can

use this to grab people's attention.This book is a winner that offers high value.”

W. Terry Whalin, “Get Your Ideas Rolling with Marcia Yudkin's Insights. Every one of us gets

stuck from time to time. As Marcia writes in the introduction, "this workbook helps you create

and polish verbal gems that sparkle with meaning and implication."It's true. THE SOUND BITE

WORKBOOK is a cornucopia of information to get things moving in the right direction--no

matter how experienced you are at such a process. Whether a novice or seasoned, you can

pick up on the gems in this title. I recommend it.”

The book by Marcia Yudkin has a rating of  5 out of 3.2. 16 people have provided feedback.
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